
Aerospace manufacturers derive a good chunk of their profits from selling 
spare parts, the price of which – much to airlines’ annoyance – tends to rise 
each year. This has led to more demand for unbranded parts, known as PMA, 
which offer equivalent reliability and performance to original equipment, 
but at a lower cost.

Hollywood, Florida-based HEICO is the leading manufacturer of PMA parts, 
having grown from $25 million in sales in 1990 to roughly $1.5 billion this 
year. That growth has seen it quadruple its staff in South Florida since 1990, 
adding engineering, project management and administrative talent to what 
was once a manufacturing-focused workforce.

“We used to recruit more nationally but as the tri-county area [Palm Beach, 
Broward and Dade] has grown in population and business maturity we are 
able to recruit here as well,” says Eric Mendelson, Co-President of HEICO. 
Mendelson attributes HEICO’s success to the acquisition and development 
of more than 60 companies around the world. These have added electronics, 
repair, support and delivery capabilities to its core PMA offering. “Over 28 
years we’ve developed a successful decentralized business model where we 
are able to acquire highly successful niche entrepreneurial businesses and 
maintain the character and the enthusiasm within those businesses,” he says.

Fostering creativity and independent thought becomes tougher if a 
corporation grows and increasingly relies on a rigid playbook to govern 
its sprawling businesses. It would have been easy for HEICO, now a $6 
billion listed company, to do the same, but Mendelson believes that its 
aversion to excessive bureaucratic oversight is partly down to the location 
of its headquarters. “I do think that, psychologically, seeing the sun on a 
disproportionate number of days is very beneficial to corporate thinking 
and mentality,” he says. “In a crappy climate people sit indoors thinking up 
things to do, but by being in an environment where people tend to be happy 
we interfere less with our businesses.”
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Another benefit to the business is HEICO’s proximity to Fort Lauderdale-
Hollywood and Miami international airports, which offer a wealth of 
international connections unavailable from airports in western Florida. Big 
airports and business advocates such as the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance 
have helped draw more aerospace companies to Fort Lauderdale, and these 
have reached a critical mass in the last decade, Mendelson says. “That helps 
young people wanting to move here, whereas 28 years ago it was a stretch to 
persuade young people to move here – it was perceived more as a retirement 
place.” He adds that Florida’s “high quality of living and relatively moderate 
costs” are also a key draw.

Alongside fresh talent, HEICO has continued to invest in new technologies. 
These include a battery of 3D printers, versions of which the company has 
used for 20 years for prototyping and manufacturing purposes. “Ours is a 
technology-driven aerospace and electronics company with a high emphasis 
on new product development,” notes Mendelson.

Those new products should help airlines in the battle against parts 
price inflation, thereby transferring another of Greater Fort Lauderdale’s 
advantages – low cost of operations – from HEICO onto its customers.

- Eric Mendelson, Co-President of HEICO

Over 28 years we’ve developed a successful 
decentralized business model.“ ”


